
FTC Allotment Report 
Perry court  

A meeting took place on Tuesday 5th of march with potential plot holders regarding the 

status of the site and any questions that the potential plot holders would like to be 

answered. The Meeting was a success and several people have volunteered to assist with 

marking out and setting the plots up in due time. As of now perry courts waiting list sits at 

34 and is continuously growing. 

Stonebridge  

No issues have currently been reported from Stonebridge allotments. The site is running 

well, and the plots look to meet the standard of the tenancy agreement. There are currently 

sixty-two people on the waiting list for the site and this continues to grow.  

Millfield  

The Town Ranger has recently been assisting on the site by putting in a new fence and 

clearing a vacant plot. More work is due to be done on the site such as the hedgerow in due 

time. Millfield currently has 39 people on the waiting list as of now and the site currently has 

a few vacant plots that are being prepared to be given out to potential tenants.  

North Preston  

North Preston allotments are due for planned/maintenance this summer. Plots have been let 

out to new tenants earlier this year, however work still needs to be done. The site currently 

does not have a committee and the waiting list currently has 13 people awaiting a plot.  

St Nicholas  

No issues as of now have arisen from St Nicholas allotments the site runs itself very well and 

the committee have done an excellent job keeping in communication with FTC regarding the 

waiting list and evicted tenants. The Chair Jennie has requested a grant for their water 

system as it is in need of a rework, the area needs to be dug out and hardcore standing 

added plus guttering and fixings, this will enable the tenants to use the water system to their 

advantage. Furthermore, the site currently has a waiting list of 4 people, and no plots are 

currently vacant.   

RECOMMENDATION: To agree request for funding from St Nicholas Allotment Association to 

Create hard standing area for 10/12 LBC water containers, behind the container store, in 

order to rework their water system @ £1,720 

 

Joseph Hannah 

Town Ranger 
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